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Direct sampling laser ablation plasma mass spectrometry1 (DS-LAMS) was applied to

silica glasses doped with 237Np, 242Pu or241 Am using a unique instrument recently installed into a

transuranic glovebox. The primary goal was to assess the utility of mass spectrometry of directly

ablated ions for facile evaluation of actinide (An) constituents of silicate glass immobilization

matrices used for encapsulation of radionuclides. The instrument and general procedures have

been described elsewhere1'2. Three high-purity silicate glasses prepared by a sol-gel process3 (SG)

and one conventional high-temperature (HT; melting point ~ 1450°C) borosilicate glass were

studied. These glasses comprised the following constituents, with compositions expressed in mass

percentages: Np-HT « 30% SiO2 + 6% B2O3 + 3% BaO + 13% A12O3 + 10% PbO + 30% L a A +

8% 237NpO2; Np-SG » 70% SiO2 + 30% 237NpO2; Pu-SG * 70% SiO2 + 30% 242PuO2; Am-SG «

85% SiO2 + 15% 241AmO2.

The primary An-containing ions are recorded in Table I and a time-of-flight mass spectrum

for vacuum ablation of the Np-HT sample is shown in Figure 1. The An-containing species are

emphasized in our results, but peaks due to lighter metal ions (M+) often appeared with

comparable intensities (7); particularly ubiquitous were M+ of easily ionized alkali and alkaline

earth elements. Not all of the cluster ions for the Np-HT target specified in Table I were evident

in each Np-HT mass spectrum~NpSi4
+ and NpSi4O

+ were generally the most abundant clusters.

As is apparent from the typical M+ / MO+ / MO2
+ relative intensities in Table I, the oxide
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ion abundance distributions varied substantially between elements. In Fig. 1, for example, it is

evident that LaO+ was dominant, whereas the distribution between Np+ / NpO+ / NpO2
+ was more

uniform. The MOn
+ abundance distributions correlated with M-0 dissociation energies and the

stabilities of metal oxidation states. In the case of La, the dissociation energy of the abundant

LaO+ is extraordinarily large4 but pentavalent La in the hypothetical ion, LaO2
+, is implausible.

The key finding in these studies was that the f-elements and other easily ionized elements

such as Ba and Al (ionization energy £ 6 eV) produced abundant M+ and/or MO+ whereas ions of

elements with relatively large ionization energies such as Si and B (IE 2: 8 eV) were essentially

absent. This suggests that DS-LAMS is applicable to detecting An and easily ionized fission

products, such as 90Sr and 137Cs, in glasses. The ion abundances indicate that detection limits of

<0.1 atom % should be readily achievable; optimization of the ion collection geometry could

enhance detection. Advantages of DS-LAMS include good spatial resolution (<100 um);

relatively simple, rugged and economical instrumentation; and minimal sample preparation (vs.

ICP-MS5). The primary limitation is in obtaining quantitative analyses, due to dependencies of

ion yields on both experimental conditions and matrix effects6. This is illustrated by the discrepant

Np+ / NpO+ / NpO2
+ abundances between the HT-Np and SG-Np samples (Table I). As has been

suggested for analysis of other types of materials7, the primary value of applying DS-LAMS to

immobilization glasses would be for sensitive detection and semi-quantitative analysis of actinides

and fission products, and assessment of elemental variations within the matrix.

A special aspect of this technique is that post-ionization chemical separation of ablated M+

can discriminate isobaric nuclides such as 241Pu+ and 241Am+. Here, perfluorophenanthrene (C,4F24)

was injected into the path of ions ablated from the Np-HT sample and fluorine abstraction by M+
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produced LaF+, LaF2
+, NpF+, NpF2

+ and NpF3
+, as shown in Figure 2. The appearance of NpF3

+

and absence of LaF3
+ illustrates the viability of this approach for discrimination of actinides with

discrepant oxidation behaviors. The present exploratory reactions were performed under low-

pressure conditions on a short timescale (i.e., only a few ion-molecule collisions); increasing the

pressure and reaction time would result in greater product yields and enhanced elemental

discrimination.

Finally, brief consideration is given here to clusters, produced in particular abundance from

the HT-Np target. The formation of such cluster ions is consistent with the previously established

process of gas-phase coalescence in the ablation plume2. In addition to clusters such as LajO/,

which were earlier generated by ablation of oxalates2, new Si-containing clusters were identified.

Particularly noteworthy were the abundant clusters, NpSi4
+ and NpSi4O

+. Negligible amounts of

Sin
+ or SinOm

+ clusters were detected and the Np-containing clusters were presumably formed by

aggregation of Np+ or NpO+ with Si4 (or Si4O); such silicon clusters are not normally produced

from SiO2. Silicon clusters have been generated from pure silicon, and Si4 has been identified as a

particularly stable species for which a rhombohedral structure has been proposed8. Based on the

present results it appears that Si4 (and possibly Si4O) was ablated from the silica glass and

combined with Np+ and NpO+. It has been predicted8 that the ionization energy of Si4 is smaller

than that of other Sin clusters and it may be that Si4 donates electron density to Np+ and NpO+ via

electrostatic bonding.
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Table I - Atomic, Molecular and Cluster Ions [+1] Comprising an An or La a

HT-Np La [10]; LaO [100]; La(OH)2 [5]
Np [80]; NpO [100]; NpO2 [20]
NpSi4; NpSi4O
Np2O2; Np2O3; Np2O4; La3O4; NpLaO3; NpSi2O; LaSiO2; NpLaSi(OH); NpLaSi2O2;
NpLaSi2O2(OH); NpLa2Si2O4; Np2LaSi2O4; NpBaSi; NpBaO2; NpBaSi2O2

SG-Np Np [20]; NpO [60]; NpO2 [100]
NpSiO3

SG-Pu Pu [40]; PuO [100]; PuO2 [5]; Pu(OH)2 [1]
PuSiO2; PuSiO3; PuSi2O; PuSi2O3

SG-Amb Am [100]; AmO [20]

a For each M+ / MO+ / MO2
+ series, typical approximate relative abundances are indicated in

brackets. The listing of cluster ions from HT-Np exclude some scant species; NpSi4O
+ was the

most intense cluster (see Fig. 1).
b No Am-containing clusters detected.
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Figure 1. Laser ablation mass spectrum of glass sample Np-HT.
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Figure 2. Mass spectrum of sample Np-HT ablated into C14F.14* 24-


